Success Stories

Consultancy saves

time and boosts data
efficiency
International multi-disciplinary consultancy
boosts data maintenance and admin efficiency
with Ninox

Cundall is an international multi-disciplinary consultancy firm
with operations in over 20 locations across the globe. 900
employees operate from several location around the world,
offering a full range of integrated engineering services.
cundall.com

Challenge

Time for an update
Cundall needs to adapt to local regulations to succeed in global markets. To tailor to the specific
admin requirements of Cundall’s Qatar office’s business policies, Martin was looking for software
that would understand their business and adapt to it, not the other way around.



What's more, Martin’s team used Excel spreadsheets to manage the business operations. As Excel
was unable to operate smoothly with the huge amount of data, the team was also not able to
retrieve data for business processes. Furthermore, data had to be synched manually after each use,
wasting time and resources within the company. They needed a new way of managing data.
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Solution

Efficiency and accuracy with ease
With Ninox, Martin has been able to develop the robust database platform needed to build custom
processes for Cundall Qatar. On top of that, the solution provides the required flexibility to enhance
and revise processes with ease, making it even easier to adapt to the local regulations. They can now
manage the operations and end-to-end HR practices of Cundall Qatar, all within Ninox.


With continuous new and revised processes being implemented in Cundall, Ninox acts as the perfect
solution to accommodate the business changes in the software solution whenever required
smoothly. Adhering to the data privacy policy of their organization, Cundall uses Ninox Server Pro
which is the server version of Ninox installed in Cundall’s infrastructure.

Key Features
Data management
Automation
Process management

Benefits
With Ninox's real-time data sync, Martin and his team can manage all their projects on Ninox.
Everyone can collaborate and work on the latest project version at the same time and in real-time.
Ninox has simplified the data and process management at Cundall Qatar with all business
administration data updated in one location, making data retrieval and processing more efficient.


Sustainability is also at the core of Cundall’s company values. Cundall is committed to creating a
sustainable world for future generations and has become the first consultancy in the world to be
certified carbon neutral by the Carbon Trust, using Ninox as the application to record, manage and
report CO2 emissions of their daily business operation, over 20 offices worldwide.
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With Ninox, data retrieval is easy. All
information is in one place, so
employees can work on the latest
data from different locations.
Martin Baeuerle
Office Manager

Get in touch

ninox.com
support@ninox.com

S U CC E S S S TO R I E S

Ninox is a collaborative, cloud-based platform for
business teams. We empower users to build
business applications and automate back office
workflows with drag and drop tools.
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